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IF

HALLETSWTH were not a member of the faculty of the California
Institute of Technology. his book
Elizabethan Poetry possibly would
go unnoticed in Engineering and Science. But Hallett Smith is a member
of that faculty. and there is the big.
important fact. In ordinary comparative terms. it means that a professor
of English in a great technical institution easily competes for distinction
~ i t hthe scholars in the graduate
s c h o o l s of letters uherever they
may be.
Of more immediate and local concern, where comparison is inept, it
means that the California Institute of
Technology encourages arid promotes
the excelle~iceof mind. also where-

e\er that may be. and provides hrilliant instruction in a many-dimensioned experience-as, for example.
the dimension uhich words in their
richest complication give to experience. as well as the dimension given
by "number,'. employed in all of its
imaginative and practical way<. The
situation is notable. It is a right
cause for pride. and for considerably
more.
Elizabf>thanPoetry. as the author
notes. is not a history of the poetry
of late sixteenth-centurj England
(though it goes a long Baj t05tards
satisfying our need for wch a history ) . but a .'historical study ... attempting to elucidate "the nature of
the creative process" \+orking in this
period. .*To understand the creatite
process.'. he goes on. .'you must ha\e
before your eyes the things created..'
This is unimpeachable d o c t r i n e
wherever the mind is acting-perhaps more steadily honored b t the
men of science than by literary
qcholars. though it is applicable to
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the one as to the other. and throughout his book Professor Smith has
stuck to the application.
The '-things created.' in ~ o r d sin
late Elizabethan England are not
exactlv countless. but the? are uncountible. and their l a r k ? i s a
function of their mu1tiplicity. In our
civilization. it is the period of greatest \ erbal excitement. comparable
onl!. as 14atthm Arnold thought. to
the age of Souhocles and Pindar. The
ages are different. however. in thik
one fact. at least: the fifth c e n t u r ~
F3. C. had no printing presses: the
Elizabethans x+erc great printers, and
they have left Bodleians, British Museums. Folzers. and Huntin~tonsof
testimonj to the balling enormomness of their achievement.
The value of the totality

Yet Professor Sn~itliis neither lmffled by this enormousness, nor haffling to his readers as he gracefully
comments upon literally hundreds of
poems I exc1~1sive of the dramatic
uork I ranging from the brelity of
epigram and song to the more than
:30.000 lines of Spenser-s Fu(~ri(1
Queertf~. He ~>araphrases,a n a l y ~ e s ~ ,
axid relates many particular texts :
and he is able to name the value of
the totality. In short, he sees both
the trees and the forest. Further. he
reckons with much of the medielal.
classical and continental renais~ance
literature which prepared the \%aj
for the Elizabethan expression : and
he takes into critical account the
context subsequentlj accumulating
from the scholars 1%ho have u ritten
in many language5 about this period.
Precisely- how P r o f e s o r Smith
nlanages his materials. to get them
before us in a u a y where we can see
them for what they are uorth and as
evidence of the vaht creative energj
of the period. is, in my judgmetit,
men more noteworthy than his bib1iography. He gixes us much more
than skilful classification of item$.
though the dikisions he uses. of "pastoral.', "Ovidian verse,.' "the sonnet.." .'satire... and '*heroic poetr? .-*
may seem superficially to he little
more than a coricession to the cust o m a r i l ~ recocnized generic grouping?. The genres, after all. do exist
and are not to be put by : but it i~
in
the i r ea t m e n t of the constituent
poems in a way to show hom they
exhibit the primary configurations of
the sensibility of the Elizabethan Age
that he is remarkabll important.
to the "configurations of' sensiCONTINUED O N PAGE 48
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Elizabethans themselves took advanl a p of their own inheritance.
Between the chapters' on the pa'toral and the heroic, P r o f e - i - ' o r
Smith treats the sensuous. Ch idian
poetry. the sonnet, and satire. The
section on the sonnet more than any
other comes to close grips with the
texts under discussion. notably some
of Shakespeare's best-kno~kiisonnets.
But throughout the middle ground of
the book the reader is kept in connection with a range of literature.
not, I should say. so directly ?ITÂ
bolic of the larger motions of huma I
behavior as the pastoral and heroic
are concerned \\ith. but tho-e reflecti n g t h e intimate motions of the individual and of hi" immediate ~ o c i d l
and political en'nronrnenl.
While in the laboratories we arc
studying the reGponhes of rodent'and arthropods for bhate\er illumination of the human situation fie map
get. we may profitably reckon with
the enormous documentation of this
same situation. which P r o f es-io r
Smith here reminds us that the arts
are a h \ a \ s giving. It is good to knou
that the larse provision of the California Institute of Technology includes the humanitie" "laboratory*'
where the reckoning is being made
under such able direction.

o n . \^hat the Elizabethans had were
the art structures in which the primary .'urgesw were endowed with
meanings appropriate to them. and
embodied with movement and beauty
which could carry the meanings into
the midst of human experience, as
something to be cherished, something
exemplary.
It is routine stuff nowadays to call
attention to our shortcomings. and
if that note is struck, it is mine, not
Professor Smiths. for at no time
does he glorify the Elizabethans at
our expense. He does something
much better. I n examining the nature of their "'creative process." he
makes clear that the oroducts of this
process were indeed "earned"through study, practice, and imitation .and, possibly above all, through
delight in the "search for vitality"
in the art of language.
Although it is no part of the purpose of the book to show us how we
may regain what we may have lost.
Professor Smith has so well interpreted the creative process as a response to the fundamental human demand that. if we will, we may hope
to improve the ordering of our o w
experience through the appropriation
of some uart of our large heritage
of Elizabethan letters. much as the

bility," Professor Smith"? handling
of the pastoral and the heroic poetries is illustrative. As he demonstrates. fundamentally i m p o r t a n t
polarities of experience, both of the
community and of the person, are
rendered in these kinds: respectively,
the mode of human behaving which
is associated with poise, or with man
and nature and man and woman
in agreeable composition-in
short.
with otium, or the life of contentment; and, the other, which respects
action, not aimless, but directed and
controlled according to the richest
sense of what is purposeful.
"Heroic poetrj. then,'" as he puts
it, "points to an ideal comparable to
that of pastoral with the difference
that the desired state must be earned.
must follow the achievement of fame
and glory through action. The resolution is therefore on a higher level.
The guiding; and predominating motive was that of Virtue."
Terms like '"pastoral" and "heroic" admittedly are auaint to our
ears, as quaint. perhaps, as '+glory."
"virtue," and "contentment'"; but the
"desired states" to which the\ are
attached are radically human-and
persistent. and we reach feebly for
their meanings with the current abstractions of economics and psychol-
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